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‘And to wait for his Son from heaven, whom He raised from the dead, even Jesus,
which delivered us from the wrath to come.’ - 1 Thessalonians 1:10
The purpose of this chapter is to highlight and illustrate 3 possible impending
cosmological calamities that will occur on Earth according to some interpretations of the
book of Revelation. They are set to occur, in the not too distant future, after the Rapture
as this presentation will have a Biblical interpretation. These events specifically have to
do with intensifying Solar Flares, the increasing Near Earth Objects (NEO) headed
toward Earth and the changing Magnetic Pole, among many other variables.
What is alarming is that the current and observable patterns of what is happening now
with the Sun, Earth and Near Earth Objects (NEOs) appear to give credence to such
possible apocalyptic calamities as detailed in the book of Revelation that constitutes the
Wrath of the Lamb. Given the Law of Probability, it is not only a matter of time; of not if
but when one or all these events will occur. This study suggests that these 3 events, in
particular, appear to correlate to 3 divine Seal Judgments from the Book of Revelation.
The magnitude of such events leads one to theorize that perhaps such events could
indeed constitute the ‘Wrath of the Lamb’ that the LORD will pour out on a rebellious
‘Last Generation’ according to what the book of Revelation depicts. These astronomical
scenarios presented are only suggesting a possible speculated Biblical correlation.
Some interpret that the sequence of these Scroll judgments of the ‘Lamb’ will happen
nonetheless sometime in the Last Days but before Jesus’ Return to Earth to set up His
Earthly Kingdom. This rationale is also coming from the perspective that these divine
and catastrophic judgments pertaining to the Seals will happen in the natural world after
the Rapture.
The Bible clearly states that Christ promised that His Church would be spared from
such type of ‘Wrath’. This illustration will thus focus on 3 of the primary Seal Judgments
of Revelation that will deal with the Sun, the Earth, and the Oceans. It will be a time
when the vengeance of YHVH will be brought about by Jesus to a Christ-rejecting
world. Christ will execute righteous judgment upon a world that has rejected His love,
forgiveness, and authority. Many End Times Biblical researchers believe that if these
particular cataclysmic events will occur after the Rapture, then such catastrophic events
are to occur during what will constitute the Tribulation period at some point in time. The
book of Revelation speaks of people that will be saved during this Tribulation period.
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The LORD will still extend this favor and grace during this horrific time despite the
righteous judgments that will befall upon the world. Given this stipulation, there is much
confusion as to possibly having the Church still endure such Wrath and tribulation.
There should be a distinction as there is a difference between persecution and
tribulation. The correct terminology should be stated the pre-Trial Rapture of the
Church. No doubt, those that become Christians in that timeframe of the Tribulation
period will be targeted as the culprits of such divine judgments.
It will be a very high price to pay to be associated or have allegiance to Jesus Christ; it
will lead to inevitable persecution and death because the cataclysmic events will be
attributed to the Christian ‘Lamb’, Jesus Christ. The book of Revelation even specifically
states that the people hiding in underground caves will realize and acknowledge that
such calamities are coming from the Lamb of God, Jesus Christ and that those
associated with Jesus are to be blamed. To reiterate, in the book of Revelation, the
Divine Wrath of Jesus Christ are coming to Earth; upon a Christ-rejecting Humanity.
These judgments in their consummation are directed towards the last years of this
current world Age. This is the case because thereafter the Millennial Kingdom of Christ
is to be established on Earth according to the Bible. As the Last Generation is coming
into focus, the current upswing in natural Earth calamities are but a prelude of what is to
come on a much larger scale. The effects of such scenarios that are affecting the Sun,
Earth and Oceans given what is known about science match the language of the Wrath
of the Lamb. A possible deciphering of the 1st century language and imagery used to
describe the 3 scenarios can now be described and/or explained in modern scientific
terms; these include the following.
1) a Super Solar Flare
2) Asteroids striking the Earth
3) a Pole Shift

Although the Seals of the Apostle John’s vision were ‘broken’ in Glory devoid of time
and space, the prophetic applications can be said to have an immediate, concurrent and
futuristic fulfillment. The Seals that are revealed in the book of Revelation are a
progressive unveiling of prophetic judgments and fulfilled in time. It is specifically
comprised of multifaceted components of Christ’s righteous judgments. In a general
overview, the sequence of the judgments is comprised into 7 Seals, that lead to 7
Trumpets and culminate in 7 Bowls; a 7-7-7 numerical combination. The 3 particular
calamities or elements to be highlighted in this study are but a part of the total and
complete Wrath of the Lamb Scroll Judgments.
The Bible depicts that Jesus Christ will use these element, the Sun, Earth and Asteroids
-among others for horrific judgments, ‘upon those that dwell on the Earth’ as if to make
a distinction that there are those that are in Heaven, i.e., Rapture. In the metaphorical
language of the book of Revelation, it describes a future time when the Sun will be so
intense; people will curse YHVH because of the scorching heat and fire. It further
describes a time when every island, mountain and land will be shaken from its
foundation.
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The Lamb of GOD
This is due to an earthquake so huge, it levels cities across the globe –all at once as the
Earth’s plates are convulsing or shifting. The description goes on to declare that 2 ‘stars’
or asteroids will impact the Earth; one is as big as a mountain like a ‘mill stone’ will be
crashing into an Earth’s ocean and the other will be like a ‘blazing star’ that will impact
on the land. The Blazing Star or ‘wormwood’ perhaps will strike Earth. What will be the
cause of all these astronomical calamities if not for some possible foreign object that will
affect the inner Solar System?
Many propose that such events can only occur due to such a notion as Planet X; this
will be for another study. The Bible declares that there had to be a price paid for the
human offense of sin against a Holy and Righteous Creator. Before Calvary, YHVH
instructed Mankind to use unblemished and pure lambs and bulls as literal metaphorical
sacrifices in place of a sinner. This was to demonstrate that the Life is in the Blood and
it was heart-breaking and costly.
The blood of such animals did not nor could wash away or ‘pay’ for a sin of a person.
Such ordinances were used for example in Israel’s divine service to illustrate an object
lesson. The life’s blood was required to atone; such animal sacrifices could only ‘cover’
but not blot out the stain of sin, much less provide eternal salvation and security for a
person. Such an object lesson was set to teach that ultimately, YHVH’s standard and
only acceptable method of blotting out the sins of humanity was for a perfect, pure and
sinless human representative to be willing and available to be a substitutionary agent.
YHVH worked out a divine plan to have such a pure, blameless, and sinless human
representative for the fallen human race available. It would be in the fusion of the
Hypostatic Union, or the GOD-MAN. Jesus Christ was that person; 100% GOD and
100% Man and willing to be that substitutionary sacrifice for all of fallen Humanity.
Jesus did not ‘become the Christ’, the Bible declares that He always was, is and will be
the Anointed of the LORD. What died at Calvary was not GOD but the Man, Christ
Jesus.
It was this ‘Man’ of whom John the Baptist proclaimed, ‘behold the Lamb of GOD that
takes the sin of the world away’ as John 1:29 states. The Bible declares that this
‘slaughter’ of the ‘Lamb’ actually happened in Eternity Past, ‘before the foundations of
the World were set up’. The slaughter of Jesus Christ provided a divine and eternal
payment or ‘atonement’ for a fallen Humanity created in the likeness of YHVH. This
payment was however fulfilled at the cross of Calvary in space and time.
Those that have refused, are refusing and will refuse such a royal invitation for
compensation will be found wanting of worthiness and thus subject to His coming
Wrath. This is in reference to YHVH’s absolute and immutable standard of
righteousness and holiness. The outstanding amount owed by each living human soul
will have to be reconciled by a righteous LORD if one is found not being covering or
‘atoned’ for sin by the Blood of the Lamb. The book of Revelation depicts this very same
‘Lamb’ is the One now that has the Keys and authority to unlock this Divine Judgment.
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The Wrath of the Lamb
It is Jesus that has been given all authority in Heaven, on Earth and under the Earth
according to the Bible. He holds the Keys of Death and Hades, which is the place of the
dead. This ‘Lamb’ is actually a human, the risen Jesus Christ and more astonishing is
the fact that that He is at the very Throne Room of the All Mighty, as the All Mighty.
According to the Bible, He is from the Tribe of Judah no less, a Jew. Now forever more,
the 2nd Person of the Godhead is to be a human for all Eternity. Imagine that in Heaven
right now there is a living, resurrected, glorified human. It is a man with a dual nature
human nonetheless representing a redeemed Humanity before the Throne of the Courts
in Heaven.
It is uncharacteristic to have a depiction of a ‘Lamb’ with a ‘wrath’. Most lambs are
known for their docility. Christ was slain as a lamb led to the slaughter at His 1st Advent;
He will return to execute His vengeance upon His enemies as a Lion at His 2nd Advent.
It will be the time when the ‘Humble Lamb’ that triumphed at Calvary over the raging
prideful ‘Red Dragon’ that is Lucifer will have His vengeance in the end as the Lion of
Judah. The last wicked generation right before Christ’s return will be the one held
accountable for the treatment of Believers in Christ during the Church Age and during
the Tribulation.
It will be during the Tribulation period, that unrepentant Humanity, Satan; his Fallen
Angels along with his false Messiah and Prophet will experience the Wrath of Jesus
Christ. It will be a time when those remaining on the Earth not ‘sealed’ by the Mark of
the LORD will suffer the Wrath of the Lamb. It will also be the case that the Last
Generation will be the one to see the Resurrection and Rapture of the Saints to Glory.
The Wrath of the Lamb will be a prelude to the eternal condemnation and judgment to
come as described in the White Throne Judgment. In a sense, Jesus Christ will be
implementing an ‘eviction’ notice to a Christ-rejecting Humanity and Fallen Angelic
entities left on Earth to make way for the Millennial Kingdom Age.
Prophetically, the Lamb of God does now possess the Title Deed to Humanity and the
physical Earth that was forfeited by Adam and Eve since the expulsion from the Garden
of Eden. Christ purchased the Title Deed to the Earth on the cross of Calvary as well.
This was symbolized by the crown of thorns that represented the ‘Curse of the Earth’
since the Garden. The crown of thorns was a direct result of Adam’s disobedience that
plummeted, not only Humanity into sin but the Creation as well. Jesus took upon
Himself not only the sins of Humanity but the curse of Creation on His very own head.
According to the book of Revelation, the Wrath of the Lamb judgments follows the
breaking of the successive Seals of the Scroll by the Lamb, Jesus Christ. A scroll in the
ancient world also alluded to a title deed to a property. The Scroll of the Lamb is a sort
of a ‘Last Will and Testament’ but in this case of the risen Christ. In the ancient world or
even now into some extent, for special occasions a scroll was considered a ‘book’. The
Greeks referred such scrolls as ‘biblion’; this is where we get the word Bible from. The
word ‘syllabus’ comes from the tag that was attached at the end of the scroll signifying
who it was from, the ‘sillybos’. It was made up of columns and was on a continuous roll.
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The Lamb’s Scroll
Most scrolls were made out of papyrus or parchment. In legal terms, if a scroll was
sealed, it usually meant that it was very important as the seals carried the ‘mark’ or
signet icon of the personage giving the scroll its authority. The sealing of a scroll also
served to secure its contents and integrity. The connotation of a ‘sealed scroll’ meant
that it had irrevocable mandates to be carried out without delay or impediments. In
general, a typical royal scroll had the following components to it.
a) Parchment
The medium in which the lettering was inscribed on, usually in papyrus to any length required.
b) Sillybos
A tag that was pasted on the edge of the Scroll. It recorded the Author’s Title and Information.
c) Bullaes
These were the ‘Seals’. Having a Bullae constituted the scroll as a Legal Document -as in a Will.

A sealed scroll also served to conceal the contents of the message or a will it contained
until the seals were broken and at an allotted time. This is why the book of Revelation in
the Greek is called an ‘Apocalypse’ as in an unraveling or unfolding verse an
‘Apocrypha’ that is a hiding. Christ chose to reveal the contents of His coming Wrath, if
at least in metaphorical terms to all those that have ‘ears to listen what the Spirit says to
the Churches’. There is a scholarly debate as to when the seals are broken specifically.
The argument is whether the Scroll Judgments have actually taken place already, are
taking place or are to take place. The answer is probably all 3. Some believe that the
Seals might have been metaphorically broken in the past, but the contents will be
fulfilled in real time or at some point in the future. Some speculate that they have
occurred in Glory already occurring since Christ’s ascension into Heaven. Others
believe it will only occur literally to be fulfilled after the Rapture as the Church is
promised not to endure such Wrath of the Lamb.
Whether the physical seals are broken in the LORD’s presence or yet to be broken
remains to be seen as it was a ‘vision’ given to the Apostle John. The 1st Angel
sounded his Trumpet, and there came hail and fire mixed with blood, and it was hurled
down upon the Earth. A 1/3 of the Earth was burned up, a 1/3 of the trees were burned
up, and all the green grass was burned up. –Revelation 8:7. The 4th Angel poured out
his bowl on the Sun, and the Sun was given power to scorch people with fire.
They were seared by the intense heat and they cursed the Name of God, who had
control over these plagues, but they refused to repent and glorify him. The 1st century
language did its best to describe what possibly will be understood to be such a case of
a Super Solar Flare, Pole Shift, and incoming Asteroids. The 1st Trumpet Judgment
deals with the Sun. There will be a degree of heat so intense that it will burn up 1/3 of all
the Earth’s trees and grass. This clearly would describe a Super Solar Flare of such a
magnitude as to possibly affect vegetation on the side the Earth is facing the Sun.
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1. A Super Solar Flare
At any given time, the portion of the Earth facing the Sun make up about 1/3 of the
Earth’s land surface. The Earth has already had some close encounters with massive
Solar Flares in the recent past. Some recent eruptions have spared the Earth as the
Flares have been on the opposite side of the Sun, away from the Earth. Currently the
Sun is experiencing a Solar Maximum peeks. What is alarming is that the Sun has
never been this active since recorded data has been collected. The massive Solar
Eruption are expected to intensify through the end of the decade.
There have been some flares so intense that this ‘prominence’ as it is referred to, was
so huge, it was out of the rage of NASA’s measurable instrumentation. It is only a
matter of time and probability that the next major massive Solar Flare will face the Earth
directly. Given that the Earth’s Magnetic Shields have holes and is at a weakened
stage, it makes for the ‘perfect solar storm’ to occur as described in the Book of
Revelation. With such a worst-case scenario possible, it would be plausible to conceive
scientifically that a ‘Super Solar Flare’ would penetrate the weakened Magnetic Shield
of Earth to cause such horrific damage upon the land facing the Sun. That portion of 1/3
facing the sun would see the effect on the grass, trees, crops and vegetation burned to
a certain degree.
The heat would be so intense that it would case massive death of Humanity as well, not
to mention the ramification of a year’s loss of world-wide crops. Massive food shortages
and starvation would ensue. The price of elementary food stuffs would skyrocket due to
demand and inflation. It would therefore not be that far-fetched to image a loaf of bread
costing a whole day’s wage as described from the book of Revelation, if a person could
even have a job.
2. Asteroids
The 2nd Angel sounded his trumpet, and something like a huge mountain, all ablaze,
was thrown into the sea. A 1/3 of the sea turned into blood, a 1/3 of the living creatures
in the sea died, and a 1/3 of the ships were destroyed as depicted in Revelation 8:8-9.
The 3rd Angel sounded his trumpet, and a great star, blazing like a torch, fell from the
sky on a 1/3 of the rivers and on the springs of water. The name of the star is
Wormwood. A 1/3 of the waters turned bitter, and many people died from the waters
that had become bitter. –Revelation 10:11
It is not a matter of if but when a Near Earth Object (NEO) will hit the Earth. It may be
an Asteroid or a Meteorite as they have struck Earth before. There are 100s of well
recognized and confirmed impact creators all over the world. At any given time, there
are 100s of Near Earth Objects that are tracked by NASA for example that appear to be
headed toward Earth. Yet not all 100% of Asteroids that do exist in space can be
possibly identified by world governments and/or space agencies to warn citizens of an
impending danger or catastrophe. Or can they? In the past few years alone, there have
been several ‘near misses’ of Asteroids cruising by the Earth. There have also been
some recent spectacular Meteorites recorded or caught on film that have screeched
across the Earth’s skies.
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Such an object like a ‘mountain’ sized asteroid would be equal to 1000s of atomic
bombs going off all at the same time. The plumes alone would cover the atmosphere of
the Earth to the point that the Sun would be turned into ‘sackcloth’ and day would turn to
night as a result for days. This too would affect the temperature as it would plummet in
some areas and negatively affect the growing seasons and crops. The book of
Revelation clearly suggests that there will actually be 2 separate occasions in which an
object from space will come crashing down on Earth. The 1st object from space is
described to be as big as a ‘mountain’. This could only be an inference to an Asteroid.
This first one will definitely hit an ocean.
According to this Trumpet Judgment cataclysm, 1/3 of the Earth’s oceans will turn bitter.
This includes the third part of the life therein and the destroyed shipping fleets. The 2nd
occurrence of an object coming down from space appears to be a Meteorite. The 2nd
event that most likely describes a Meteorite may very well fall on land. It appears that
the description speaks of the springs of water and rivers that only land masses have
and empty out into the ocean. According to this Trumpet Judgment cataclysm, 1/3 of the
Earth’s springs and rivers will turn bitter. It has also been scientifically verified that
Meteorites are made of a composite element that when fused together with Earth’s
elements make for a toxic mix that would likely contaminate that which it is exposed to.
3. Earth Pole Shift
In Revelation 6:17-20, the 7th Angel poured out his bowl into the air, and out of the
Temple came a loud voice from the throne, saying, “It is done!” Then there came
flashes of lightning, rumblings, peals of thunder and a severe earthquake. No
earthquake like it has ever occurred since man has been on Earth, so tremendous was
the quake. The great city split into three parts, and the cities of the nations collapsed.
God remembered Babylon the Great and gave her the cup filled with the wine of the fury
of his wrath. Every island fled away, and the mountains could not be found.
This whole depiction echoes what occurred with Christ on the Cross…’it is finished or
paid for’ and earthquakes accompanied His death. A current fact is that the Earth has
been experiencing a surge in volcanic eruptions and increased frequency of sizable
earthquakes. In some instances, earthquakes are occurring in areas not formally known
for such activity. Many hold to a belief that in part, such geothermal activities are a
direct result of an impending Pole-Shift. It is an undeniable fact now that the Earth’s
magnetic poles are moving and are accelerating in speed.
Over the last 420 years of recorded observations of the Magnetic North, the surge or
the greatest change has occurred since 2000. What can cause a Pole-Shift is for
another body like the Earth of equal or greater weight/volume to be in such proximity
that a reversal of polarity would ensue. Another theory is that a Pole-Shirt may be
induced when the Earth may possible cross some galactic debris pocket of space or a
Super Solar Flare. These are only suggestive speculations. The 6th Seal of the Lamb’s
Wrath has to do with the whole Earth or globe, perhaps as a direct result of a Pole-Shift.
This description would be in line with modern scientific models.
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The book of Revelation speaks of an occurrence that will have all the foundations of the
Earth shaken at the very core and at the same time. It will not be a localized event. This
‘event’ will be triggered by a mega-global earthquake or as a result of it. The passage
states that an earthquake will occur as none other since man has been on Earth. It will
engulf the whole of the Planet. It thereafter depicts a horrible array of events that seem
to allude to the consequences of a Pole Shirt in that ALL the islands and mountains will
be moved from their very foundation.
Perhaps as part of a cause and effect, the prior Super Solar Flare could have induced
this world mega-earthquake that in turn induces the Pole Shift due to the radiation and
agitation of matter in part, i.e. Earth’s crust and magma compensations. A Pole Shift
would cause the Earth’s crust and ocean floors to shift as the Earth’s Magnetic Field
would rotate. According to the book of Revelation, the world-wide effect of such a Pole
Shirt will be terrifying in terms of the consequences; major cities will be leveled, sea
levels and coast reoriented etc. The following is the judgment outline of the book of
Revelation.
The 7 SEALS (33rd Part)
1st SEAL-White Horse False Peace through Anti-Christ
2nd SEAL -Red Horse World War
3rd SEAL- Black Horse Death
4th SEAL- Pale Horse Death by , famine & pestilences
5th SEAL-Rapture of Martyrs to Heaven
6th SEAL-Sun Moon Stars
(‘Elites’ seek underground shelter from Wrath of Lamb)
7th SEAL-Silence in Heaven .5 Hours
7 TRUMPETS (33rd Part)
1st TRUMPET-33% of Trees & Grass burnt up (SUN)
2nd TRUMPET-33% of Sea turned to ‘Blood’
(Ocean-Asteroid)
3rd TRUMPET-33% of Fresh Water turned bitter
(Land-Meteor)
4th TRUMPET-33% of Sun/Moon/Star loose light
5th TRUMPET-3 Woes Warning (Woe, Woe, Woe)
6th TRUMPET-Star Falls w/ Key to Abyss, 5 Months

It is not clear if the first 3 Trumpet Judgments are the same as the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Bowl Judgments. The separate descriptions of the Trumpet and Bowl Judgments
appear similar in scope and effect. Many researchers argue that it has to do with being
a point of perspective; as the Trumpet Judgments may be presented from a ‘heavenly’
viewpoint. The Bowl Judgments may be from an Earthly reference point. This rationale
would only apply if it were the case that the separate descriptions are actually one in the
same. One aspect is striking in that the 3 highlighted events do appear to mirror each
other in terms of sequence; the first 3 Trumpets start off with the Sun and the 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th Bowls end with the Sun. The descriptions of what is happening now to the Earth
and in the Earth with increasing Solar Flares, Pole-Shift and Asteroids seem to line up.
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The Great Escape
These highlighted cataclysms seem to correlate to the impending divine judgments of
Jesus Christ that are referred to as being the ‘Wrath of the Lamb’ to come. Even now
there are some spectacular current world trends going on before one’s very eyes that
appear to be ‘apocalyptic’ in scope. There has been mass death of animals, birds, a
ramping up of the occult, demonism, earthquakes, volcanoes, lawlessness, violence
and nuclear war, etc. These are but a few of the alarming trends that the world is
currently experiencing.
BOWLS (33rd Part)
1st BOWL On LAND: painful soars on those who took MARK
2nd BOWL On SEA: turned to ‘blood’ (Ocean)
3rd BOWL On RIVERS: turned to ‘blood’ (Land)
4th BOWL On SUN: scorching with fire & intense heat (Sun)
5th BOWL On BEAST THRONE: Darkness
6th BOWL On Euphrates: Dried up for Kings of EAST (China)
7th BOWL On AIR: Severe Earthquake; 100lbs hailstones

If indeed such astronomical cataclysms are to be part of the Wrath of the Lamb
judgments, they are designed and enacted to cause repentance and reconciliation.
Sadly, the Humanity of the world in the Last Days, specifically during the Tribulation
period will be far removed from the precepts of the Gospel and repentance. Humanity
will shake their fists and curse at YHVH for all the calamities befalling them. If one
thinks the current world conditions are bad now, the world will see a far worse reality
and condition after the Rapture according to Jesus Christ. The coming Wrath of the
Lamb will be so frightening that Christ Himself said that ‘unless those Days are cut
short, no flesh would be left alive’ as stated in Matthew 24:22.
Whether the ‘shortening’ refers to a literal alteration in time originally degreed or
changed to a lesser amount of days, is not known for sure. Those that hold to a PreTribulation or Pre-Wrath Rapture could nonetheless agree that the ‘Wrath of the Lamb’
or of Jesus’ judgment of the world will commence once the Body of Christ is removed,
thus the pre-Trial Rapture. This speculative ‘escape’ scenario followers much like the
example of what happened during the taking out or ‘snatching away’ of Lot and family
out of Sodom and Gomorrah. The Rapture is The Escape that the LORD is providing
His Redeemed from universal judgment; much like the Ark of Noah and Rehab.
Rehab was spared the judgment of Jericho as the Walls fell down and the Israelites
under Joshua’s command went up. If the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah is a type
of the Rapture and Sudden Destruction sequence, then perhaps the Rapture will
seemingly have a direct correlation to the probable cataclysmic scenarios that are
prophesied to occur on Earth per the Book of Revelation. After the Rapture of the Body
of Christ, judgment will be reigning down from Heaven, but it cannot begin until the
Redeemed are out of harms-way. The Apostle Paul stipulated that the Bride of Christ
will be removed because the Church is promised not to suffer ‘Wrath’ but will be
provided an Escape, a door.
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Jesus Christ Himself used the word, ‘escape’ in referencing the events leading up to His
Return in Luke 21:36 Jesus states the following. ‘But stay awake at all times, praying
that you may have strength to escape all these things that are going to take place, and
to stand before the Son of Man.’ In the book of Revelation, the risen Christ Himself
addressed the Church of Philadelphia specifically in regard to this prophetic escape
door. Jesus Christ specifically promised that those of like-minded faith that ‘overcome’
are to be kept from the ‘Hour of Trail’ that is about to come to test the whole world.
If that ‘testing’ is referring to the ‘Wrath of the Lamb’ then it would appear that the
cataclysmic scenarios as described in the book of Revelation are post-Rapture. Aside
from the dispute of how long the Tribulation period will be, it will be a specific period of
time in which cataclysmic events are prophesied to occur on Earth that will boggle the
mind. It will be worse than a scripted science-fiction horror block buster; there will be
billions that will die. One should not be found on Earth during this darkest chapter and
episode of Humanity’s history; do all you can to escape this. This Escape can only be
secured through the faith and trust in Christ Jesus, the Lamb of God that has taken the
sin of the world, otherwise prepare to suffer the Wrath of the Lamb.
__________________________
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